
Do you enjoy hearing stories about the past?  
 
Are you a good listener?  
 

Would you like to learn some new skills and work 
within a team of volunteers? 
 
 

 
If so, you would enjoy taking part in our community oral history project. 
 
Please read on for more details  
about how to get involved as an    ORAL HISTORY INTERVIEWER 

 
 
The training and experience this role offers:   
 

Our volunteer interviewers will receive excellent training and support while they work with us. You can 

start working with the project in either September OR December 2012. In both instances, training for 

the role of interviewer will start soon afterwards and will involve attendance at workshops run by the 

Scottish Oral History Centre. This well-regarded training will provide a full grounding in getting started in 

oral history. Including, tuition on the equipment used, interviewing skills, ethical issues in oral history 

practice, and the uses of audio interviews for understanding and spreading knowledge of the past 

through different kinds of media. More details about the Centre are at 

http://www.strath.ac.uk/humanities/research/history/sohc/  

 

Wherever possible, we will try to time the workshops to suit the work and family commitments of 

trainees:  

 Workshop 1 will be a full day and take place in facilities within Govanhill 
 Workshop 2 will be a half-day session, again in Govanhill 
 Workshop 3 will be a half day and time take place in dedicated facilities at Strathclyde University 
 Workshop 4 will be a 2-3 hour session, in Govanhill, and offer volunteers the opportunity to 

feedback and share their views on the training. 
 

Each of the workshops will take trainees through all the stages of conducting and preserving recorded 
interviews. With continuing support, following training, volunteer interviewers will be asked to: 
 

 Undertake around 10 one-to-one recorded interviews and these can be done flexibly over a 
period of several months 

 Make a short written summary of each interview, for which training will be provided 
 Attend occasional informal team meetings. 

 

We estimate this will involve an average commitment of 3-4 hours per week. 
 
Once interviews are complete, volunteers can choose to continue working with the project in its next 
stages. If you wish, you can choose to take part in the creation of the following planned initiatives: 
 

 An exhibition that will display many of the findings from the research 
 A sound trail 
 A dedicated website 
 A public event to mark the end of the project and launch its use as a learning resource. 



 
 
Oral history interviewing involves particular skills, but we believe that people who have an 
interest in the life of Govanhill are best placed to undertake this element of the project.  
To enable this, we will facilitate full training and on-going support for our volunteer 
interviewers. The training and experience gained from conducting oral histories will provide 
a variety of workplace relevant skill. But even if this is not what you are looking for, 
involvement with the project will provide the opportunity to understand more about 
Scottish community history and to make your own contribution to its creation within 
Govanhill.  We hope that all volunteers will gain satisfaction from being involved with an 
initiative that will bring local residents together to create a valuable historical resource for 
the future. 
 

Our Commitment to Volunteers:     
 

In recognition of the commitment each volunteer will make over a number of months, in return we will 

ensure the following opportunities and assistance: 

♦ An initial placement on a certificated training course with all training costs met by the project  

♦ Hands-on practice as an interviewer during the training course will be supplemented by 

continuing support from the project’s co-ordinators 

♦ The use of high quality recording equipment for undertaking your interviews 

♦ Experience in promoting and raising awareness of a community project 

♦ The benefits of being part of a team and the opportunity to meet and work with others 

♦ The opportunity to have your interviews included in our project’s archive of personal 

testimony and, if you wish, to play an active role in the project’s programme of events 

♦ For people who are in employment or currently seeking paid work, valuable team-working, 

organisational and communication skills that are relevant to a variety of workplaces 

♦ Reimbursement of any travel and other expenses for undertaking this role 

 
 

How to become a volunteer interviewer:   
 

If you are interested in working with us an oral history interviewer or just want to make further 

enquiries about this volunteer role, we’d like to hear from you. Please get in touch with Linda Fleming 

who is the project coordinator. She will invite you for an informal discussion about yourself, about the 

project, and about the role of interviewer. We want to hear from you as soon as possible, especially if 

you would like to begin in September. Contact Linda by email, phone or text. 

 

 

 
 
 

Email:  linda@communityrenewal.org.uk 
 
Telephone:  0141 423 2163 (leave a message on the answer machine) 
 
Mobile: text or call 07717441738 
 
 
 



 
 
More about our project:    
the most important parts of any community are the individuals and families who live there and who 

identify with this specific place. For over 150 years, Govanhill on Glasgow’s south side has provided 

homes, workplaces, shops and leisure facilities for successive generations of residents. Some stayed only 

a short while before moving on, others remained for a lifetime. Amongst Govanhill’s residents have been 

Scottish Highlanders, incomers to Glasgow from other parts of Lowland Scotland, English and Irish 

settlers, and migrants from all over Europe, Asia and more recently, from Africa. Whether they came 

from near or far, stayed only briefly or remained, the Govanhill area has been centrally important in the 

lives of countless thousands. The Govanhill People’s History project aims to find out more about this 

neighbourhood in the past, and create a history centred on the experience of its people. 

This project is funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund and is being managed by a Steering Group made up 

of local residents and representatives from local organisations: with the organisation, Community 

Renewal  taking the lead in overseeing the progress of the project. It will run for about 18 months, 

beginning in summer 2012 but will have a much longer legacy. During this time, a dedicated Project Co-

ordinator will manage local history research; the most important part of the co-ordinator’s role is to 

ensure that one-to-one recorded interviews with current and former residents of Govanhill are included 

within the historical record for the area and to promote the full involvement of volunteers in undertaking 

these interviews.  

 

Why the project needs oral history interviewers:      

Over the coming year, the project will aim to find out more about Govanhill’s past and uncover its 

important place in the social and cultural history of Glasgow. The most vital part of this work will be to 

collect people’s memories of Govanhill. Oral history interviews will allow people from Govanhill to tell 

their own stories and speak about their relationship with their own community: the contribution of oral 

history interviewers will be essential in making sure these personal accounts are preserved.  

By volunteering as an oral history interviewer you will make an invaluable contribution to 

this project and to creating a unique historical record. 

 

There will be up to 20 interviewer posts available. No formal qualifications are necessary. 

The volunteer positions are open to:  

• present or former residents of Govanhill 

• people who work or study within Govanhill 

• persons who have present or former family links with Govanhill 

The only restrictions are: 

• You must be 16 years or over 

• All interviewers must register with the  Protection of Vulnerable Adults scheme- 

this is simple and easy and we will help you do it   



Enthusiasm and commitment for the project are what we seek as well as the following qualities: 

• A willingness to learn more about Govanhill’s history and different cultural 

traditions 

• Good interpersonal skills and a positive attitude towards people from diverse 

backgrounds and cultures 

• The ability to speak English 

• A commitment to attendance on the training programme 

• Willingness to take the initiative in finding suitable people to interview (although 

support will be provided) 

• An undertaking to take care of recording equipment and return this to the project 

when requested. 

  You can do the interviews in English or in another 

language if that is preferred – other main languages in Govanhill are Urdu, 

Punjabi, Hindi, Chinese, Slovak, Romanian and Polish.   

 

 
IF YOU’RE NOT SURE YOU WANT TO BE A VOLUNTEER INTERVIEWER BUT LIVE IN OR HAVE 
CONNECTIONS WITH GOVANHILL AND WANT TO BE INTERVIEWED  
(OR KNOW SOMONE WHO DOES) then –  
 
WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU TOO! 
 
TO TELL YOUR STORY OF 
GOVANHILL LIFE TO ONE  
OF OUR VOLUNTEER  
INTERVIWERS GET IN  
TOUCH WITH THE PROJECT 
BY CONTACTING 
LINDA FLEMING  
USING THE 
DETAILS 
ABOVE. 
 
 
 
 
WE LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING 
FROM YOU! 
 
 


